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ABSTRACT: Layered minerals comprise a large fraction of the soils and crustal rocks
on Earth, and knowledge of their anisotropic mechanical properties is essential for
many varied applications including underground storage of waste materials, monitoring
seismic response, drilling activities, and development of novel nanocomposite
materials. Results of molecular dynamics simulations for the elastic and structural
properties of muscovite are obtained as a function of temperature, pressure, and strain.
Three diﬀerent temperatures (T = 298, 500, and 800 K), pressures ranging from
atmospheric pressure to 15 GPa, and strains up to 10% are used to derive mechanical
properties of muscovite. Bulk moduli are calculated from NPT simulations with
hydrostatic pressure, whereas the Young’s moduli, shear moduli, and Poisson’s ratios
are calculated from stress−strain curves generated at relatively slow rates of
deformation. Simulation results obtained for room-temperature mechanical properties
are in good agreement with reported experimental values, although the model
consistently overestimates the in-plane elastic response. In general, the results demonstrate that elastic properties of muscovite
depend on both temperature and pressure, with elastic constants exhibiting a small, statistically signiﬁcant decrease as
temperature is increased. Bulk moduli exhibit a decrease with increasing temperature and an increase with increasing pressure,
whereas temperature has no statistically signiﬁcant impact on the Poisson’s coeﬃcients. Finally, structural data obtained from
radial distribution functions and power spectra indicate a slight shift of the interlayer potassium ions into the siloxane cavities
with increasing pressure.

1. INTRODUCTION
The mechanical properties of layered minerals, such as
muscovite and structurally related clay minerals, have generated
signiﬁcant attention in drilling activities associated with
resource exploration and production, and in monitoring the
seismic response of geological structures.1 Additionally, it is
important to understand mechanical properties of clay minerals
to assess changes arising from chemical interactions between
rock, backﬁll media incorporating clay barriers, and waste
materials stored in underground repositories for radioactive
waste, chemical contaminants, and carbon dioxide.2−4 The
development of accurate geophysical models for subsurface
wave propagation and energy release requires knowledge of
mechanical properties of rock and sedimentary material.5−7
The mechanical properties of clay minerals are also of
interest because of their use as ﬁller in polymer nanocomposites
for industrial applications. Clay minerals have found use in
automobile components, packaging materials, ﬂame retardants,
and protective ﬁlms due to the enhancement of mechanical and
thermal properties in clay−polymer composites compared with
neat polymers.8 The addition of small volumes of layered
minerals to polymers can improve barrier properties and
biodegradability, increase ﬂame resistance, increase the storage,
elastic, and Young’s moduli, and increase ﬂexural strength.8−16
Knowledge of clay-mineral mechanical properties is essential to
predict accurately and understand clay−polymer nanocomposite properties.
© 2012 American Chemical Society

Muscovite, a phyllosilicate and subclass of mica, is a common
rock-forming aluminosilicate mineral found in many igneous,
metamorphic, and sedimentary rock environments.17 The
muscovite structure is composed of octahedrally coordinated
aluminum sheets sandwiched between two sheets of tetrahedrally coordinated silicon in which aluminum substitutes for
one of every four tetrahedral silicon atoms. The negative layer
charge created by the aluminum substitution is balanced by
potassium cations in the interlayer region, which bind the layers
together through electrostatics interactions.18 Although technically not a clay mineral, muscovite can occur as large single
crystals, ranging from a millimeter to many centimeters, that
can be directly interrogated experimentally, whereas similar
analyses of clay minerals are complicated by their small particle
size of <2 μm.
A number of experimental, computational, and theoretical
studies have investigated the mechanical response of muscovite
under atmospheric conditions, whereas a few investigations
have extended the analysis to elevated pressures. Thirteen
components of the elastic stiﬀness matrix can be used to
calculate the Young’s and shear moduli, and these have been
determined experimentally at room temperature and pressure
using Brillouin scattering6,19 and computationally using density
functional theory (DFT) at 0 K.20,21 The bulk modulus of
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Figure 1. Snapshots illustrate the initial conﬁguration for the muscovite model showing projections normal to the (a) ac plane and (b) ab plane. The
simulation cell contains 5376 atoms arranged into four layers each containing two sheets of silicon (yellow) tetrahedra and one octahedral aluminum
sheet (pink). Interlayer potassium ions (purple) balance aluminum substitutions in the tetrahedral silica sheet. Oxygen and hydrogen atoms are
shown in red and white, respectively.

crystals to be precisely oriented for control over the crystalline
direction being probed experimentally.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss
the choice of force ﬁeld and use of molecular dynamics (MD)
methods to calculate the elastic properties of muscovite. Results
including the eﬀects of temperature and pressure on the
Young’s modulus, shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and bulk
modulus are discussed in Section 3 and are compared to
published values. Finally, the conclusions and implications of
this study are discussed in Section 4. Results of this study can
be used to better parametrize future macroscale studies.

muscovite has been calculated experimentally at room temperature using X-ray diﬀraction,22−24 Brillouin scattering,6 and
shock wave analysis,14 with reported values ranging from 49.0
to 67.7 GPa. In a separate study, Zhang et al. used
nanoindentation to experimentally evaluate the elasticity
normal to the basal plane, represented by the Young’s modulus
for three samples of muscovite.25,26 The reported values ranged
from 77.0 to 83.5 GPa depending on the sample origin.
Several studies have examined the eﬀect of pressure and
temperature separately on the structural changes of muscovite.
Comodi and Zanazzi used X-ray diﬀraction to measure the
structural variation in two 2M1 samples of muscovite between
0.1 and 3.5 GPa,23 whereas Catti et al. used powder neutron
diﬀraction to study the crystal structure at 0.0001 and 2.0
GPa.27 Ortega-Castro et al. used DFT to determine the
inﬂuence of pressure on the structure of muscovite between 0.0
and 6.0 GPa, ﬁnding the greatest compressibility along the c
axis, as expected.28 The structural change of muscovite as a
function of temperature has been characterized by single-crystal
X-ray diﬀraction29 and powder neutron diﬀraction,30 and both
studies revealed similar thermal expansion coeﬃcients.
Whereas there exist multiple studies of the mechanical
response of muscovite as a function of pressure or temperature
independent of one another, few studies have been conducted
to understand the eﬀects of both temperature and pressure on
the elastic properties. To that end, we use computer simulation
to investigate the mechanical properties of muscovite as a
function of temperature and pressure simultaneously. Computer simulation is an eﬀective tool to probe molecular level
properties, and it has been successfully applied to many physical
properties of clay mineral systems including the mechanical
response,21,31−39 swelling,40,41 interlayer structure,42−44 adsorption,45,46 and the thermomechanical response.31−33 By
comparing simulation data at room temperature and pressure
to experimental measurements, we validate our methodology
and justify the use of molecular simulation as a predictive tool
at higher temperatures and pressures. Experimental data are
available for comparing Young’s, shear, and bulk moduli at T =
298 K and at pressures of 0.0001 and 2.0 GPa. We choose
muscovite as a model system for this investigation because: (1)
it is an end-member layered mineral with high layer charge and
(2) it is a convenient experimental phase because it exhibits
perfect basal cleavage along the (001) plane due to the strong
Si−O bonds within each layer.17 This property allows single

2. MODEL AND METHODS
The monoclinic C2/c2M1 atomic structure of muscovite is
taken from the experimental data of Kuwahara47 and Catti.27 As
noted above and shown in Figure 1, muscovite has a layered
structure composed of tetrahedral (T) silicate and octahedral
(O) alumina layers to form a TOT structure. Aluminum was
substituted for silicon in the tetrahedral silicate layer to create a
ﬁnal composition of KAl2(Si3Al)O10(OH)2 and a basal
structure with six-membered rings with composition Si4Al2
and Si5Al1 in equal proportions.48 There are multiple ways to
distribute the charge sites in a muscovite model; however, the
eﬀects of cation disorder have been found to be minimal.20
Additionally, no single oxygen was allowed to bridge two
tetrahedrally substituted aluminum, consistent with Lowenstein’s rule.49 Potassium ions were initially located in the
interlayer between one Si4Al2 ring and one Si5Al1 ring. For this
study, a periodic supercell of size 8 × 4 × 2 in the a, b, and c
dimensions was generated by expanding the unit cell. After
constant-pressure energy minimization, the initial simulation
cell was 41.6176 Å × 36.0972 Å × 40.1576 Å. The optimized
simulation cell was nonorthogonal with α = 90.0°, β =
95.7566°, γ = 90.0°.
MD simulations were conducted using the LAMMPS50,51
simulation package and the Clayﬀ force ﬁeld;52 the latter is a
ﬂexible model that describes hydrated mineral systems through
nonbonded electrostatic and Lennard-Jones terms. Long-range
electrostatic interactions were calculated by Ewald summation
that is speciﬁed by a precision of 0.0001. A time step of 1 fs and
a van der Waals cutoﬀ of 10.0 Å were employed.
To calculate the bulk modulus and compressive strain, we
performed simulations in the isobaric−isothermal (NPT)
ensemble using the Nosé−Hoover thermostat and barostat.
The thermostat and barostat relaxation times were 100 and
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rate is less than the speed of sound νsound through muscovite as
calculated from eq 514

1000 fs, respectively. Hydrostatic pressures between Pxx = Pyy =
Pzz= 0.0001 and 15 GPa were applied, and the system was
allowed to change volume but not shape. At room temperature,
muscovite has been found to lose long-range crystalline order
above 18 GPa; therefore, we restricted our study to pressures
below this transition.22 After a relaxation period of 1 ns, data
were collected for 3 ns and block averaged using 20 blocks to
calculated average pressures and volumes. The bulk modulus,
K, was calculated as shown in eq 1
⎛ ∂P ⎞
K = −V ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ∂V ⎠T

νsound =

σij =

(1)

Exx =
Eyy =

3

∑ ∑ Cijklεkl

Ezz =

(2)

k=1 l=1

where σij is the stress, εij is the strain, and Cijkl is the stiﬀness
constant tensor. The full stiﬀness constant matrix contains 81
components but can be reduced to 21 components for a
triclinic system using symmetry arguments.53 The elastic
moduli, Ei, can then be derived by calculating the components
of the compliance tensor, Siijj, where in Voigt notation, Sij =
32,53
C−1
ij , and Ei = 1/Sii.
At 0 K, all 21 components of the stiﬀness matrix can be
determined from the static method using eq 354
∂σij
∂ 2U
=
∂εkl
∂εij∂εkl

(5)

where ρ is the system density. We calculated a value of νsound =
4727.9 m/s, which is similar to experimental values, νsound =
4937 and 4630 m/s.14,22 Therefore, the strain rate should not
aﬀect the results.34,37 However, to verify this, we tested the
eﬀect of strain rate on Exx, Ezz, and Gxy using two additional
strain rates of ε̇ = 2 × 108 and 5 × 107 s−1. We found negligible
change in the results as a function of strain rate. The moduli
and Poisson’s ratios were then obtained using the following
formulas

where V represents the instantaneous volume, P is the
hydrostatic pressure, and T is the system temperature.
The elastic properties for muscovite were calculated from
stress−strain curves. As muscovite is an anisotropic phase, the
elastic properties will depend on crystallographic orientation.
The relationship between stress and strain is described
according to Hooke’s law as
3

K
ρ

Gxy =
Gxz =
Gyz =

εyy
σzz
εzz
σxy
εxy
σxz
εxz
σyz
εyz

νxy =

εx
εy

νxz =

εx
εz

(3)

where U is the potential energy.
This approach requires a deformation of an energyminimized structure in the direction of interest followed by a
second energy minimization. Deformations of 1.0 × 10−6, 5.0 ×
10−7, and 1.0 × 10−7 were tested to ensure the deformation
choice did not aﬀect the ﬁnal results. Elastic properties were
obtained using a value of 5.0 × 10−7.
Elastic properties at temperature were calculated by
equilibrating the mineral system at 0.0001 GPa and the
temperature of interest. We then deformed one cell direction
by a constant strain rate, whereas the other directions were
barostated at a pressure of 0.0001 GPa. The simulation cell was
allowed to relax in both size and shape independently in each
direction. This methodology kept the stress small in the
nondeformed directions and allowed the calculation of elastic
constants from 1-D stress−strain curves. The resulting six stress
components were calculated from a summation over all
particles in the system from k = 1 to N

σxx
εxx
σyy

νyz =

εy
εz

(6)

(4)

Elastic constants were obtained through direct analysis of
stress−strain curves generated from both tensile and
compression simulations and using a least-squares ﬁtting
procedure. In the muscovite system studied here, a strain of
10% exceeded the elastic regime of the material. Therefore, we
conﬁned our analysis to the linear regime of the stress−strain
curves. Poisson’s ratios were calculated by block averaging
(using ﬁve blocks) the transverse strain response perpendicular
to the direction of applied axial strain.
Systems were investigated at three constant temperatures (T
= 298, 500, and 800 K). Muscovite is known to undergo a
phase transition around 1073 K that corresponds to a
dehydroxylation process and structural change.55 However,
this process has been observed to begin at lower temperatures;29 therefore, we choose 800 K as our highest
temperature, thereby staying well below the dehydroxylation
temperature of muscovite.

where i,j = x, y, and z, mk is the particle mass, νki is the particle
velocity, V is the system volume, rki is the particle position, and
f kj is the force on the particle.
Systems were strained up to 10% at a strain rate of ε̇ = 1 ×
108 s−1, where a strain was applied every time step. This strain

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Calculation of Elastic Constants. Elastic stiﬀness
constants obtained from the static method at T = 0 K are
reported in Table 1 along with values obtained from Brillouin

N

N

σij =

∑k mk vkivkj
V

+

∑k rkifkj
V
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Table 1. Elastic Stiﬀness Constants and Elastic Modulia for Muscovite Calculated by the Static Method at T = 0 K, DFT
Calculations, and Experimental Methods
elastic stiﬀness constants (GPa)

a

static method

DFT20

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

23.5
180.9
170
60.3
53.4
27.2
18.4
23.8
70.5
−30.3
−8.2
−5.4
−15.9

C23 (yyzz)
C11 (xxxx)
C22 (yyyy)
C33 (zzzz)
C12 (xxyy)
C13 (xxzz)
C44 (yzyz)
C55 (xzxz)
C66 (xyxy)
C15 (xxxz)
C25 (yyxz)
C35 (zzxz)
C46 (yzxy)
elastic moduli (GPa)

40.0
236
198
67.6
41.9
24.6
15.4
14.1
94.3
7.06
1.94
9.13
2.4

E1 (xx)
E2 (yy)
E3 (zz)
E4 (yz)
E5 (xz)
E6 (xy)

222
178
56.2
15.2
12.6
94.3

3.5
0.75
4.0
2.0
0.43
2.3
12.2
0.76
1.2
1.6
2.8
0.71
4.1

147
149
54.6
18.3
22.4
70.4

DFT21
35.0
191.5
181.9
78.6
66.0
41.5
24.4
25.5
71.0

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

exp19

7.9
1.1
1.5
3.0
5.0
12.5
0.5
1.0
0.5

(156.0)
(153.0)
(67.0)

23.0
176.5
179.5
60.9
47.7
20.0
15.0
13.1
70.7
−1.2
11.1
−0.7
0.7

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

exp6
8
1.1
1.3
0.6
1.2
1.1
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.6
5.3
0.5
0.5

159
152
56.5
15.0
12.3
70.4

21.2
181.0
178.4
58.6
48.8
25.6
16.5
19.5
72.0
−14.2
1.1
1.0
−5.2

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.8
1.2
1.3
0.6
2.5
1.5
0.6
0.5
0.7
0.8
3.7
0.6
0.9

149
161
53.5
16.1
18.1
70.4

Elastic moduli in parentheses are taken directly from Zartman et al.,21 whereas the rest are calculated as described in the text.

temperatures, the compressive response is almost linear in the
xx and yy directions but has parabolic shape in the zz direction.
Additionally, a greater response of the clay is seen in the zz
direction, as the compressive strain in the zz direction is greater
by at least 50% than in either the xx or yy directions for the
equivalent pressure. This is true over the entire pressure regime
and for all three temperatures. For example, at T = 298 K and P
= 1.0 GPa, the compressive strain in the zz direction is 80%
greater than in either the xx or yy directions, and at P = 15 GPa
it is 60% greater. The directional anisotropy of the stress−strain
response is consistent with the covalent nature of the bonds
within the lattice (xx and yy directions) compared with the
nonbonded interactions between layers (zz direction.) Over the
pressure range studied, a greater strain can be achieved in the zz
direction due to interlayer compression.
Temperature eﬀects on the compressive strain in the xx and
yy directions are minimal; however, for a given pressure in the
zz direction, the compressive strain increases as the temperature increases. As illustrated in Figure 3, the variation in strain
response as a function of temperature and direction can be
related to the thermal expansion of muscovite as a function of
pressure. Figure 3a illustrates the change in the a axis, which
shows features similar to that of the b axis, as a function of
pressure. The response is approximately linear over the
pressure range studied, and the relative deformation at T =
298, 500, and 800 K is approximately equal. For comparison,
the response normal to the basal plane is illustrated in Figure
3b in terms of the basal d-spacing. The thermal expansion of
muscovite perpendicular to the layers is nonlinear with greater
expansion occurring as the temperature increases. This trend is
true for every pressure investigated but decreases at higher
temperatures. For example, at low pressure (less than 1.0 GPa)
the basal d-spacing at T = 500 K is ∼0.55% larger than at T =
298 K; at T = 800 K, the d-spacing is roughly 1.5% larger than
that at T = 298 K. For the highest pressure value investigated in
this article, 15 GPa, the d-spacing at T = 500 K has dropped to
only 0.16% larger than the lower temperature, and for T = 800

scattering measurements and DFT calculations. Elastic moduli
were calculated from these values by assuming triclinic
symmetry and determining the compliance tensor and
subsequently the elastic moduli, as described in the Model
and Methods section. In general, using Clayﬀ and the static
method reproduces the transverse constants well but overpredicts the in-plane constants.
The in-plane (C1111/C2222) elastic stiﬀness constant calculated at T = 0 K, and consequently the in-plane elastic moduli
(E1/E2), are stiﬀer than reported from DFT or experiment. The
in-plane shear constants (C66 and E6) calculated from the static
method exhibit the largest deviation from literature values and
are overestimated by 30%.
At the same time, the constants and moduli in the transverse
direction (C33, E3) and the transverse shear direction (C44/C55,
E4/E5) for T = 0 K match well with experiment, although the
reported data for E5 are varied. The reported values from DFT
in the transverse shear direction are higher than either our
values or those from experiment, which could be related to the
small system size necessary for DFT.
In general, the elastic stiﬀness constants of Zartman et al.21
are slightly higher than those from the DFT work of Militzer et
al.20 and from experiment.6,19 This diﬀerence may be attributed
to the relatively small simulation cells required for DFT
calculations, and we note that Militzer et al. optimized their
exchange correlation functionals to match the experimental
work of Vaughan et al.6
In comparing the data in Table 1 for the values of the elastic
stiﬀness constants C15, C25, C35, and C46, it is clear that there is a
large amount of discrepancy between computational methods.
These constants are the smallest in the matrix and the most
susceptible to uncertainty, arising from the beta angle of the
simulation cell being only slightly greater than 90° and
therefore not quite maintaining orthorhombic symmetry.
3.2. Isothermal Compression. In Figure 2, the stress−
strain response is shown for muscovite subjected to hydrostatic
compressive stress ranging from 0.0001 to 15 GPa. For all
15102
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muscovite are no longer linear, and muscovite does not behave
as an ideal elastic material.
The eﬀects of expanded basal d-spacing can also be seen in
the radial distribution functions (RDFs) and vibrational
spectrum of muscovite. Figure 4a,b compares the potassium
oxygen (K−O) RDFs at atmospheric pressure and 15 GPa for
T = 298, 500, and 800 K. We make no distinction between
oxygen bonded only to silicon atoms or to a tetrahedral
substitution site (Al atom), as the RDF results are consistent
between the two cases. At lower pressure, there is a single ﬁrstneighbor peak at all temperatures, whereas at higher pressure
this peak splits for T = 298 and 500 K and broadens for T =
800 K. Power spectra for interlayer potassium ions are shown in
Figure 4c. The peaks in Figure 4c can be assigned to K−O
vibrational motion, with the frequency shift at higher pressure
due to the shorter K−O distance (Figure 4b). The lack of any
spectral amplitude in the low-frequency limit indicates that the
potassium ions do not diﬀuse over this range of temperature
and pressure. Interlayer compression at higher pressures results
in a slight vertical shift of the potassium ions into the siloxane
cavities, which likely explains the peak broadening seen in
Figure 4c. Reduced K−Si distances at higher pressures (data
not shown) also conﬁrm the shift of potassium ions.
Structural comparisons can be made between simulation and
experimental data as a function of pressure. Catti et al.
investigated a 2M1 muscovite under isotropic pressure at room
temperature and pressures of 10−4 and 2.0 GPa.27 Although the
muscovite sample in their study has a slightly diﬀerent
composition than the muscovite used in our simulations,
speciﬁcally charge substitution in both the tetrahedral and
octahedral sheets, a qualitative comparison may still be made.
Experimentally calculated slopes for strain verses stress curves,
(∂ε)/(∂σ), of 0.0023, 0.0025, and 0.0130 GPa−1 in the xx, yy,
and zz directions, respectively, are slightly larger than the slopes
of 0.0018, 0.0021, and 0.0093 GPa −1 calculated from
simulation. However, the ratios between strains in the zz and
xx directions (5.68 experiment and 5.13 simulation) are similar,
indicating that simulation underpredicts experimental results
uniformly in each of the coordinate directions. As noted by
Zartman et al., the diﬀerences between the experimental and
simulation data can be partially attributed to deﬁciencies in the
computational model.21
A similar qualitative, structural comparison can be made as a
function of temperature. Pavese et al. report experimentally
determined thermal expansion data for a 2M1 muscovite sample

Figure 2. Stress−strain curves are shown for diﬀerent temperatures
and illustrate the strain response of muscovite from MD simulation in
the (a) x direction, (b) y direction, and (c) z direction as a function of
hydrostatic, compressive pressure. Error bars are too small to be
resolved on the graph.

K, the d-spacing is 0.43% larger than that at T = 298 K. This
results in an increase in the relative deformation as both
pressure and temperature increase. It should also be noted that
beyond 2.5 GPa the eﬀects of pressure on the strain response of

Figure 3. Change in the (a) a axis and (b) basal d-spacing as a function of hydrostatic pressure and temperature for muscovite derived from
molecular dynamics simulation. Error bars are too small to be resolved on the graph.
15103
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Comparing the volume response to changes in the
hydrostatic pressure yields the bulk modulus as a function of
pressure, shown in Figure 5. The bulk modulus is found to

Figure 5. Bulk modulus of muscovite is shown as a function of
compressive, hydrostatic pressure for three diﬀerent temperatures.

depend slightly on temperature and to decrease as the
temperature increases. The calculated values for the bulk
modulus at 0.01 GPa are 59.8 (T = 298 K), 57.3 (T = 500 K),
and 57.3 GPa (T = 800 K). Additionally, the bulk modulus
increases with increasing pressure. At a pressure of 15 GPa, the
calculated values for the bulk modulus are 178.6 (T = 298 K),
172.1 (T = 500 K), and 163.3 GPa (T = 800 K). Over the range
of pressures investigated in this work, we ﬁnd that there is no
build up of shear stresses during the bulk modulus calculations.
3.3. Uniaxial Stress. In Figure 6, we present the stress−
strain curves for both unidirectional compression and tension
along the xx, yy, and zz directions from our MD simulations.
For each of the three directions, an elastic regime exists at low
strains for εxx, εyy < ∼0.02, and εzz < ∼0.01. The reduced linear
region in the zz direction is also seen in the strain response to
hydrostatic compressive pressure. The temperature eﬀect on
the stress−strain curves is consistent along all three directions,
with higher temperatures shifting the stress response to slightly
higher values for a given strain.
In each of the curves in Figure 6, a discontinuity is observed
at high tensions corresponding to a brittle response and rupture
along the direction tension is applied. Figure 7 illustrates the
system after fracture along the xx direction at a strain of εxx ≈
0.95. Because Clayﬀ does not explicitly accommodate bond
breaking and rearrangement, system failure indicates the
uppermost bound of lattice stability using Clayﬀ rather than
the failure strength of muscovite. Therefore, we will comment
only on the elastic regime properties in this discussion.
3.4. Shear Stress. Comparisons of the stress−strain curves
generated from applied shear are shown in Figure 8 as a
function of temperature. Stresses in the xy direction are higher
than those in either the xz or yz directions by about a factor of
4, in agreement with more resistance to in-plane shear rather
than transverse shear, which involves the compressible
interlayer.
3.5. Elastic Properties Calculated at Diﬀerent Temperatures. In Table 2, the elastic constants and Poisson’s ratios
obtained from MD simulations of muscovite at diﬀerent
temperatures are compared with published experimental and
simulation data, both at room temperature. Overall, all elastic
moduli except for E3 are shown, within a 95% conﬁdence
interval, to decrease slightly with increasing temperature. A
similar ﬁnding was reported by Mazo et al. in their study of the
thermomechanical properties of montmorillonite, which also

Figure 4. Radial distribution functions derived from MD simulation of
muscovite for interlayer potassium ions and both bridging oxygen
(Oob) and bridging oxygen with tetrahedral substitution (Oobts), as
deﬁned by Clayﬀ for (a) P = 0.0001 GPa and (b) P = 15 GPa. (c)
Power spectra for interlayer potassium ions are shown for T = 298 K.

with some Fe(II) substitution in the octahedral sheet.30 The
thermal expansion along each axis can be calculated using the
formula (1/x)(∂x/∂T), where x is the axis direction. For a
temperature range between T = 293 and 873 K, the
experimentally determined thermal expansion is 8.27 × 10−6,
1.00 × 10−5, and 2.13 × 10−5 K−1 along the xx, yy, and zz
directions, respectively. Between T = 298 and 800 K, the
thermal expansion from simulation is found to be slightly
greater with values of 1.43 × 10−5, 1.30 × 10−5, and 3.02 × 10−5
K−1along the xx, yy, and zz axis, respectively. However, as with
the pressure response of muscovite, the ratios derived from
experiment and simulation between the thermal expansion of
the c and a axes are comparable, with a value of 2.58 from
experiments and 2.12 from simulation. Because Clayﬀ was
derived primarily from temperature-independent energy
minimization, the discrepancy between simulated results and
experimental data may be attributed to slight errors in the force
ﬁeld at temperature.
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Figure 7. Catastrophic facture along the xx direction of the muscovite
simulation cell as uniaxial tension is applied in the same direction.

Figure 6. Stress−strain curves from MD simulation of muscovite
generated in response to an applied normal strain are shown for the
(a) xx, (b) yy, and (c) zz directions. Discontinuity is seen under tensile
stress when muscovite ruptures under stress.

employed Clayﬀ.31 The results for E3 are not statistically
signiﬁcant; therefore, no comment is made regarding the trend
in the data.
Similar trends are observed at T = 298 K when compared
with the muscovite data presented in Table 1 for the elastic
properties derived from geometry optimizations at 0 K. Our
MD simulations consistently predict stiﬀer in-plane and inplane shear elastic moduli when compared with experimental
data collected from Brillouin scattering6,19 and simulation data
using the PFF-PCFF force ﬁeld.21 However, good agreement is
observed between the calculated transverse and transverse shear
elastic properties and those reported in the literature. The
response to deformation in the x direction is greater than that
in the y direction, and can be observed in the larger values of E1
compared with E2. The diﬀerence could arise from structural

Figure 8. Stress−strain curves from MD simulations of muscovite
generated in response to an applied shear strain are shown in the (a)
xy, (b) xz, and (c) yz directions.
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Table 2. Elastic Properties of Muscovite Calculated at Diﬀerent Temperatures (GPa)a
T
E1 (xx)
E2 (yy)
E3 (zz)
E4 (yz)
E5 (xz)
E6 (xy)
νxy
νxz
νyx
νyz
νzx
νzy

298
218 (0.183)
190 (0.0619)
69.4 (0.626)
15.2 (0.00996)
19.6 (0.0160)
83.9 (0.0707)
−0.339 (0.00107)
−0.0643 (0.0001)
−0.377 (0.00529)
−0.0813 (0.00549)
−0.200 (0.000856)
−0.238 (0.00583)

500
218 (0.235)
189(0.0778)
69.8 (1.74)
14.4 (0.01858)
18.3 (0.01249)
80.1 (0.0189)
−0.357 (0.00621)
−0.0597 (0.00690)
−0.376 (0.00641)
−0.0739 (0.00556)
−0.200 (0.0246)
−0.227 (0.011)

800

exp (T = 298 K)

214 (0.290)
184 (0.0994)
74.3 (3.96)
13.2 (0.0161)
16.4 (0.0152)
76.3 (0.0243)
−0.360 (0.00585)
−0.0607 (0.0108)
−0.389 (0.0183)
−0.0698 (0.00971)
−0.218 (0.0352)
−0.235 (0.0107)

b

c

159 , 149
152b, 161c
83.5d, 77.0d, 79.3e, 56.5b, 53.5c
15.0b, 16.1c
12.3b, 18.1c
70.4b,c

simulation (T = 298 K)f
160
160
60
14
20
190 (76)g

a

Calculated standard error of the mean is also reported. bComputed from ref 19. cComputed from ref 6. dRef 26. eRef 25. fRef 21. gRef 21 reported
corrected value.

related materials56 and layered double hydroxides.57 A
remaining challenge would be to reparameterize Clayﬀ with
second-derivative properties while still maintaining its universality.

variation, as vacancies in the octahedral sheet exist along the b
axis but not the a axis in muscovite (Figure 9), resulting in an

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the elastic properties of muscovite depend
on both temperature and pressure. The elastic constants exhibit
a small, statistically signiﬁcant decrease as temperature is
increased, whereas the bulk moduli exhibit both a decrease with
temperature and an increase with pressure. The decrease with
temperature seen in the elastic properties can be attributed to
the nonlinear thermal expansion of muscovite. We ﬁnd that
Clayﬀ overpredicts in-plane elastic properties, whereas it
correctly predicts the transverse elastic properties. Future
force ﬁeld development could focus on determining whether
Clayﬀ could be modiﬁed to predict more accurately in-plane
elastic properties of muscovite while still maintaining its general
suitability to model other mineral systems.

Figure 9. (a) View in the ac plane of the muscovite simulation cell
with no aluminum vacancies. (b) View in the bc plane of the muscovite
simulation cell where the black box indicates an aluminum vacancy.

increased stiﬀness in the x direction. The magnitude of E3 is
bounded on the upper end by experimental data from
nanoindentation and on the lower end by experimental data
from Brillouin scattering.
No conclusion can be drawn regarding the change in
Poisson’s ratios with respect to temperature, as the data are not
statistically signiﬁcant. However at T = 298 K, we can compare
the magnitudes of diﬀerent Poisson’s ratios. We ﬁnd that
Poisson’s ratios capturing the in-plane response to in-plane
deformation, νxy and νyx, are larger than the coeﬃcients
describing the perpendicular response to in-plane deformation,
νzx and νzy, or the in-plane response to perpendicular
deformation, νxz and νyz. This can be attributed to the greater
in-plane stiﬀness as compared with the stiﬀness of the direction
perpendicular to the interlayer.
Overall, we ﬁnd that Clayﬀ overpredicts in-plane elastic
properties, whereas it correctly predicts the transverse elastic
properties. Clayﬀ was developed as a transferable force ﬁeld
with the ability to model many diﬀerent clay and mineral
systems and was therefore not speciﬁcally parametrized for one
particular system. There is no clear reason why Clayﬀ
overpredicts the in-plane constants while underpredicting the
transverse constants. However, it could be in part because the
original force ﬁeld did not include second-derivative elastic
properties in the parametrization. Recently, there have been
several studies where second-derivative properties were used to
reparameterize Clayﬀ for speciﬁc phases, including cement-
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